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Accomplishments, Milestones & Notable Events:

• Raytheon awarded $8.3M FMS contract for M982A1 Excalibur projectiles and components to the Netherlands Government.

• Orbital ATK awarded $14M contract from Lockheed Martin to produce its GMLRS Alternative Warhead.

• GD-OTS awarded $1.9M contract for 405 ea. Hawk Warhead cases to be produced at the McAlester Army Ammunition Plant.
Issues, Concerns and Recommendations

• Single source key suppliers are being strained and some are exiting the business
  • Explosive availability is a current issue
• More and more audits occurring in all areas (Safety, Quality, Security, Environmental, Finance)
  • One member noted that there are now eight (8) different agencies with security oversight (BATF, DHS, DSS, FBI, etc.) -- each with their own audit schedules
Industry Response and Initiatives to Defense Budget Outlook

- White Papers submitted in February to congressional delegates requesting their support to maintain funding for FY17 ammunition programs